144,000: 62 – Enlighten 1,000 Elect in Lebanon
On November 21, 2009, I dreamt that I was sitting atop my new, large house that was
being constructed. Looking around, I saw thousands of other similar houses and buildings being
constructed in a vast city on a wide-open plain with mountains in the distance. The whole area
was filled with brilliant, white, clear, pure light. Viewing my dwelling place, I levitated and
spiraled down through its two-three stories and its 12 or so rooms. All the wood framing was
complete and many of the walls and internal structures were in place. In my descent, I left an
orange-yellow to mustard-yellow plume, which others including my brother could follow. Upon
reaching the ground, I began to clean up the trash and leftover materials outside the house. In
front of the house was a vast sea. Around me were secret service men who watched over me.
Interpretation: The new, magnificent, multi-leveled house is my light body. The location
is the New JerUSAlem, where light workers around the world are building their spiritual homes.
The wide plain surrounded by mountains and the sea is Lebanon consciousness, with Lebanon
meaning “white; clean; pure; brilliant; snowy.” Metaphysically, according to Charles Fillmore in
his Metaphysical Bible Dictionary, Lebanon means “pure thoughts” with which we construct the
temple of light that is our light body. Together, the 144,000 elect are building the city of light that
is the New JerUSAlem or I Am Nation. My dream descent shows that good process has been
made and that all is in order. The yellow-orange light is the power of understanding, whereas
mustard-yellow light is that of order. As we build our light temple, we leave a clear pathway that
others can understand and follow in a systematic way. Cleaning up the trash means that even
as we affirm and regenerate, we must work equally with the complementary power of denial and
elimination. The secret service men represent our spiritual guides and guardians.
Light Up Lebanon. When King Solomon (who was
an incarnation of Sol-O-Man/Mary) built the Temple in
Jerusalem, King Hiram of Tyre, Lebanon supplied cedar
trees, fir trees, gold and workers for its construction. Hiram,
however, was not happy with the 20 cities that Solomon
gave him in return, calling them Cabul, meaning
“something exhaled, as nothing.” Hiram focused mostly on
creation and hardly on cleansing. Balance is required.
In birthing your light-body temple, your clear, pure,
light-filled, Lebanese thoughts provide the building
materials and labor. These constructive thoughts emanate
from 1,000 cells in your cerebral order throne, whose
mustard-yellow light descends down to, and empowers,
your regenerative chakra. Now the powers of order and
regeneration work together to birth your I Am Self
In your newly anchored I Am consciousness in and through your mind, soul and body,
link with the 1,000 elect throughout Lebanon, who are supplying this nation and surrounding
nations in the Middle East with pure, constructive, orderly and systematic thoughts for anchoring
peace, love, cooperation and coordination. See New JerUSAlem consciousness anchoring into
all citizens in the Middle East. In this Christ regeneration, all is well and in divine order. So be it!
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